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 Evesham Glass & Glazing
Innovation is at the heart of everything we do. It is the driving force behind the theme. It distinguishes between a leader and a follower.
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Evesham Glass and Glazing
5.0
Based on 36 reviews
powered by Facebook
 review us on
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Richard Ball15:20 22 Jan 24
We have used Evesham Glass and Glazing for several projects over the years - some of them difficult - and they have...  always done a splendid job. The latest was a complete renovation of a conservatory where the old wooden windows were rotted - a lot of work completed in one day by a large team. Great workmanship throughout, and meticulous quality control and tidying. I could not imagine better.read more
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Dylan Johnson07:56 25 Apr 23
I picked Evesham Glass and Glazing based on the good reviews, and glad to say, they didn't disappoint.
Polite and...  assuring from first meeting to last, with competitive pricing, especially when considering the quality of work.
Had to wait a while for the job to start, but that was down to good planning, and when the whole team could jump straight on it (busy guys) but once started they got stuck in and turned it around in no time.

Thanks to Dane and the team for a great job.

Highly recommended.read more
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Andrew Stephens21:10 17 Apr 23
I called Evesham Glass to replace the glass in a double glazed door that had shattered inexplicably.

The service...  from first contact, to survey, to fitting was outstanding with all staff incredibly friendly and knowledgeable. I would definitely recommend Evesham Glass and Glazing. Great job, well done! Thank you!read more
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Nicki Quarterman12:16 26 Mar 21
Fantastic job for us in Offenham. New front windows, back door, front door and bifold!! The whole team were brilliant,...  helpful and professional. I would have no hesitation in recommending this company. Shop local and reap the benefits. 

Nicki Pillinger
Offenhamread more
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Rosalind Sharp09:25 24 Mar 21
Dane and his team have built my replacement conservatory to a high standard, I’m benefitting from the solid roof with...  glass panel that affords more insulation qualities than the previous polycarbonate one. Great attention to detail, efficient and courteous, I won’t hesitate to use them again for any future work.read more
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Karen Stephens21:19 14 Dec 20
Very professional company....great advice. Contacted the company to do a small job for me and now considering window...  replacement. Contacted other companies before finding Evesham Glass who were not interested. Would definitely recommend.read more
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Gemma Harris19:49 08 Dec 20
I am absolutely amazed by the outstanding work by Evesham Glass and Glazing. They have transformed our home. We are so...  impressed with the attention to detail shown and high standard of finish. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend them to my friends and family and will only use them for glazing in future.read more
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George Peter19:41 22 Mar 20
Excellent service. Really helpful and friendly staff.
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Gaynor-jade Hodges15:01 22 Mar 20
Recently used Evesham Glass and Glazing after hearing lots off good reports. Couldn't fault them one bit, good all...  round service! HIGHLY RECOMMEND!!read more
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Stefan Greenway21:57 21 Mar 20
I originally used this company around 2 years ago to do some glazing within a retail establishment in Worcester and...  have used them since for another project within the midlands. Could not recommend the professionalism of the fitters that came out and the customer service that I received before, during and after installation. Thank you so much for always giving me the best service. Highly recommendread more
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Jen Yelsrennik21:19 21 Mar 20
5 star service from start to perfect finish, the friendly efficient office promised me their premium team and that's...  certainly what I got, polite, professional and filled me with confidence after a very disappointing job from another company. Highly recommendread more
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Stuart Bearcroft19:19 21 Mar 20
The team at Evesham glass and glazing have been exceptional with myself and my partner. 
Going the extra mile every...  time. 
Our entire house has been supplied by them and we are over the moon with the result. 
Cheers guys.read more
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Scott Alexander Shuard18:05 21 Mar 20
A brilliant company, Scott fitted a door for me and was very professional and did a great job. Highly recommend this...  company, couldn't be happier. 👍read more
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James Caine17:53 21 Mar 20
Really professional and knowledgeable, highly recommended.
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Nigel Taylor17:44 21 Mar 20
Brilliant prompt and very friendly great service quality products at very competitive prices couldn’t be happier with...  our windows and patio door. Thanks so much.read more
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Angela Parmenter17:44 21 Mar 20
this company iv used for many years,and the service only gets better
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Ryan Harris17:35 21 Mar 20
Great company, not long moved into our house and had all new windows fitted. Polite, friendly and very organised......  would certainly recommendread more
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Ashley Padfield16:53 21 Mar 20
Billiant job done by dane and his team fitting 2 doors and a conservatory.
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Jack Shemwell15:36 21 Mar 20
we had a problem with our front door and we called Evesham glass and glazing, even though they hadn't fitted it they...  helped a lot and booked us in for one of the fitters to come round and rectify the problem. Would 100% recommend, friendly, polite and very helpful.read more
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Anna Cox16:38 16 Oct 19
Very pleased with my new front door, service was excellent speedy, and professional. Left no mess, very tidy!! Would...  definitely recommend!!! Mrs Coxread more
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Marion Ducie15:23 09 Jul 19
My husband Phil bought a window from Evesham Glass & Glazing for our kitchen. The staff were very helpful & advised...  Phil how to measure everything. The window fitted perfectly & was very good quality. We will go back when we start our next project. Thank you.read more
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Amelia Hemmings17:10 06 Jul 19
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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Tracey Hodgkins18:49 15 May 19
Very knowledgeable, excellent service and long last products .
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Amy Terrys-Driving22:32 21 Jan 18
Extremely pleased with the results. Dane and his team went above and beyond to ensure a smooth and easy process. The...  fitters were amazing and knew exactly what they were doing, they were super speedy but the fit is perfect. They were also SUPER SUPER tidy which was amazing! Unfortunately one of the panes had been damaged in transit and the team were brilliant about getting it sorted asap (our fit was the week before Christmas!)
We would 100% recommend them to anyone and everyone, amazing quality at a great price.
Thanks again guys!read more
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Scott 'Brownie' Batchelor22:27 21 Jan 18
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Immy Imo Higson17:59 17 Oct 17
Window looked like new after glass had been fixed would never had guessed it had been smashed, would like to thank Dane...  and the other members of staff that came out and repaired the glass Will defiantly be recommending this company to both friends and familyread more
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Tony Wood19:04 09 Oct 17
We bought a new front door from Evesham Glass and Glazing. Dane and Ashley were very helpful in helping us choose the...  right door and colour. The door was expertly fitted within a short time from ordering. We had a very small problem with the locking mechanism being out of alignment. Within an hour from phoning Dane arrived to make the necessary tweaks. Brilliant service, excellent quality products and very good value.read more
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Ashley Padfield17:28 01 Sep 17
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Steven Blake17:49 05 Apr 17
We had Dane and Dan fit our new double glazed windows and French door.they provided us with first class fitting and...  workmanship from start to finish.we would have no problem in recommending this company. Very pleased.read more
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Patrick Ring22:00 17 Feb 17
Installation of electric roller door for double garage. Quality workmanship, first class service. No hesitation in...  recommending this business. I have had them back for other minor works. Cannot praise them enough.read more
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Paul Chadwick20:25 17 Feb 17
Fantastic customer service - quite above and beyond.
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Vicki Spring19:53 30 Sep 16
I broke my window and Evesham glass and glazing came out the very next day measured me up and orders my glass and...  fitted it the day after. Cannot thank them enough. Brilliant value you money and very professional. Highly recommended.read more
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Tom Marshall21:23 22 Jul 16
Dane and his team has done numerous jobs at our house including:
Front door
Back door with side pane of...  glass
Extension to the rear of the property which has transformed our house. 

He was very clear, straight talking and offered great advice, brilliant communication throughout and we ended up with a top notch job every time, all done with an unbeatable price. 
Many thanks Evesham glass and glazingread more
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Matthew Satterley20:20 13 Mar 16
We had our windows done in January, 13 windows, composite front door, bay window, French patio doors and a stable door...  in the kitchen. Absolute top job, Dan our window fitter did everything he could on the job to ensure a great finish and cleaned up after etc. Would highly recommend.read more
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Sam James09:04 30 Jun 15
Dane fitted a new front door on my property. It looks very smart and his customer service was top class. Keep up the...  good work!read more
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Rose Rowland10:09 05 Apr 15
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Contact Us
Evesham Glass and Glazing

Unit 8

Evesham Trade Centre

St. Richards Road

Evesham

Worcs

WR11 1XG
Tel: 01386 442234

Email: [email protected] 
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